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Abstract

We model an open economy based on Bak et al. (1992), allowing to analyze emergent behav-
ior from the interaction of the non-lineal cost function, local interactions and the open economy
restrictions we incorporate. The availability of reserves limits the demand for import goods
becoming a restriction to production. A floating real exchange rate allows for the correction of
the internal demand to avoid large fluctuations in the production and product of the modeled
economy. The model is capable of generating sudden stop crisis endogenously, without the need
of an external shock.

We impose the Argentinian input-output matrix structure to stablish the local interactions
and check that our model behaves consistent to the Leontiefs one under specific conditions that
may be altered to understand situations that can lead to the conclusions previously mentioned.
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1 Introduction

In mainstream economics the General Equilibrium model is considered the benchmark of how a

economy and its participants are modeled. The General Equilibrium model and its later develop-

ments, like Rational Expectations, have allowed us to understand specific dynamics more deeply

and improve our understanding of the economy and the decisions of its participants. Nonetheless,

the General Equilibrium model may not be the suitable tool to understand several phenomena

and the economic behavior of certain agents, rather the one of agents in certain situations. For

example, agents in extreme circumstances, for instance in crises and hyperinflation, or sometimes

in more regular and stable contexts, such as the normal decision making process and expectation

constructions.
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Therefore, we have taken the challenge of utilizing an alternative modeling tool, apply it to

an economy and see what emerging behavior surface’s. Agent-based modeling is a computerized

simulation of decision makers according to prescribed rules. The simulation does not rely on the

assumption of a steady state equilibrium, instead each agent will act based on the world around

him, the interaction of his fellow agents and the rules governing his behaviour (Farmer, Foley

2009). We have chosen a complex and dynamic system in which the actions of the individuals

are simplistic and easily characterized. However, the transition from the singular action to the

plural action of all the individuals inside the organization of the system, generates a irreducible

and dynamic behavior of the system as a whole. That is, an economy in which simple decisions

made by agents independently may have an aggregate effect in the economy is far different than

the singular actions added up (Anderson 1972).

We will construct over the model developed by Bak, Chen et al. (1992), in which agents

represented by cellular automatons, produce (or not) under specific conditions-: a simple rule that

will be followed by the agent, subject to the stock they have and the demand they receive. This

is a relevant way to model an economy, in which production decisions may not come from a profit

maximization problem but from a decision to produce based on the amount of requests for the

product and the available stock. All agents together form an economic structure, where all agents

end up connected by each one actions. Lastly, the self-organized criticality characteristic of sand

piles (Bak and Chen 1991) present in the model, generates a cyclical output that resembles the

behavior of an economy.

We will adapt the Bak and Chen model in two significant ways. The first one will be to change

the relevant aspect of the model we will study. Bak, Chen et al (1992) focus on the self-organized

criticality that occurs when a multiple agents end up producing goods from the order of only one

agent. We have modified the original model focusing on the cyclicality of the aggregate production

and product generated by the whole system, not on each agent behavior and its consequences.

We will expand the work done by Bak, Chen et al. (1992) including a restriction to the system

based on Braun and Joy (1981). Braun and Joy analyze the “stop and go” phenomena that

occurred in Latin American economies during the 1970’s and 1980’s, but specifically in Argentina.

By classifying some final consumers as exporters and some inputs as imports, we have included

an external sector to our modeled economy. Exports will generate foreign currency in the form of

reserves, which will be required to import the inputs needed for production. If there are not enough

reserves to allow the import of inputs required for production, the system is to continue working

with a segment of the economy completely stagnated (the one that cannot fulfill the restriction).

All the unit that require imported goods will not have them to produce their own products, which

in turn the units above will not have the required inputs because their supplier is unable to produce

them.

A second extension will be designed to include a more realistic and complex behavior of individ-

uals in the scenario of a “stop and go” economy. When reserves were high, governments tended, in

a populist and popular manner, to appreciate the currency allowing for an increase of the internal
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demand for goods causing a rise in the demand of import goods, depleting the foreign currency

reserves (Sturzenegger 1991). This simplified dynamic of the “stop and go” will be added to the

model in a continues manner, generating the more violent cyclical changes in the product present

in the 70’s and 80’s in Latin American economies.

The extended setting up of the model will be accompanied by a possible application. We will

impose the Argentinian input-output matrix structure to stablish the local interactions and check

that [whether] our model behaves consistent to the Leontiefs one under specific conditions (no

stocks allowed, and the production is just demand-driven), and the alteration of them allow us

to understand more complex scenarios, some of them covered by this paper. It is important to

distinguish that the purpose of this extended setup will be to introduce the discussion for further

research and to show the potential of our basic model.

A result from our model is the capabilities to model sudden stop crisis endogenously, without

an external shock affecting the economy. The model can face a stop due to the lack of reserves,

without the need of a shock affecting the behavior or an error in the calculations of the agents.

Another result we found, consistent with economic literature, is that open economies will have an

increase in the volatility, but over certain threshold of openness the volatility starts to decrease.

All the modeling and simulations will be based on Matlab. The general and most important

attributes of the model and its programming will be discussed in each corresponding section, but

you will be capable of finding the code explained in detail in the appendixes. The complete code

will be available in the final appendixes as well.

This paper is divided in six sections, starting with this introduction. The second section will

focus on explaining the core functioning of the Bak and Chen model in detail, the dynamics of the

basic program which will be the base for the further extensions and lastly the differences between

the original model and our adaptation. Then, we will procede by introducing the input-output

structure to the model. The third section will begin by explaining the basics of the “stop and go”

and why we considered it relevant so as to be included in our model. We will explain how we

incorporate it to the basic model and what happens to the model when the economy runs out of

reserves. In the fourth section we will analyze the continuous extension, starting by explaining why

the currency appreciation occurs when the reserves are high. Before concluding, there is a small

subsection we consider important to motivate further research in line with the analysis done in the

rest of the paper. Lastly, we will present our conclusions.

2 The Bak and Chen Model

An explanation for the observed instability of economic aggregates is a long-standing puzzle for

economists. Bak, Chen et al. (1992) develop a model in which many small independent shocks

to different sectors of the economy do not cancel out in the aggregate due to the absence of the

kind of linear aggregation of shocks required so that the law of large numbers applies. The authors

build an extremely simple model of a multi-sector, multi-stage production process, in which a large
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number of production units with non convex cost functions, added up to the non-linear interaction

between “neighboring” units’ (local interaction), generate repeated and frequent large fluctuations

of the system as a whole (Bak, Chen et al. 1992). The factor demand linkages between sectors in

a large economy generates a self-organized critical state system.

The combination of local interaction, in which each unit’s production decision depends only upon

the actions of two other units that deal directly with it, and the non-linearity in the producers’

responses to demand variation, the binary production process, are necessary to obtain significant

fluctuations in the aggregate level (Bak, Chen et al. 1992). Instead of modeling a perfect single

market for the economy, the model considers local interaction between units of production, as seen

below in Figure A.

Each productive unit seen in Figure A, buys inputs from two suppliers immediately below it,

except the units of the bottom row, who purchase primary inputs that are produced without the

need of any inputs (and thus the producers of primary inputs are not represented). Any one of the

two firms immediately above can make an order and the unit transfers the input to them directly,

except the units in the top row (final goods producers), that sell to final consumers (and thus are

not represented, since they do not produce anything).

The grid where units are located has L rows and J columns. Each unit can have a pair of

coordinates of (i,j) and then this unit purchases goods from (i+1;j) and (i+1;j+1) suppliers from

the row below and sells good to the two costumers in the row above, (i-1;j) and (i-1;j-1)1.

Pricing is ignored for simplicity. If an order comes at a unit, it will replenish its inventories by

purchasing inputs if necessary, being all the production process instantaneous. Each unit’s decision

problem is simply a scheduling of production problem (including the associate orders to its suppliers

of inputs) given the random flow of orders it receives (Bak, Chen et al. 1992).

The amount of goods produced in the top row is the aggregate product of this economy, similar to

the GDP in any other economy. The total amount of goods produced in the model is the production

level of the economy (including intermediate goods production). In the model, each producer’s

production decision (caused by its order flow) will be independent of that of all other producers,

except the two units immediately above. Since the fluctuations in the different producers’ order

flows are assumed to be independent, the product level and the production will be independent

(Bak, Chen et al. 1992). The order flow is independent because the demand for final goods is

independent and in this case random, each unit in the top row has a .5 probability to receive an

order2.

1Keep in mind, that the code is adapted to incorporate the circular world. The unit located in j = J , will order
from the unit below it in (i + 1, J) and the unit in the other side of the table in (i + 1, 1). This same correction is
made in all the cases when a unit interacts with both units above or below.

2This is an exogenous parameter in the model, that can be modified and will be modified further on, in section 5.
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Figure A - Pattern of order flows (Bak, Chen et al. 1992).

The other necessary factor for the aggregate fluctuations is the non-linear production costs.

Non-convex costs are pervasive in actual economics, but most models suppose “well behaved” cost

functions (Bak, Chen et al. 1992). We assume a production technology in which batches of two

units of goods are produced each time production occurs. Production of two goods, requires two

units of inputs, one input from each of the two suppliers. Storing of one unit of inventory is allowed,

at a negligible cost, but we do not allow for storage of more than one unit (significant storage costs).

It is optimal to hold zero or one goods produced in inventory. If an order comes and goods held in

inventory are available, they will be used. New production will occur when orders cannot be filled

out from existing inventory.

At the beginning of any t period, stock holdings are registered by xi,j(t), let si,j(t) denote the

number of sales and yi,t(t) the number of units produced, all by the same unit located in (i, j) in t

period (Bak, Chen et al. 1992). The inventory dynamics of each unit follows

xi,j(t + 1) = xi.j(t) + yi,j(t)− si,j(t)

Optimal production for each unit is based on the optimal scheduling problem mentioned above,

being output a function of initial inventories in t and the number of orders received, represented in
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Table 1.

yi,j(t) = y(xi,j(t); si,j(t))

Table 1 - Optimal scheduling problem faced by the unit (Bak, Chen et al. 1992)

x(t) s(t) y(x(t), s(t)) x′(x(t), s(t))

1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0

1 2 2 1

0 0 0 0

0 1 2 1

0 2 2 0

The new storage level of each unit is the result of by the interaction of both variables defined

before and represented in the fourth column of Table 1.

xi,j(t + 1) = x′(xi,j(t); si,j(t))

The orders received by each unit with i > 1, are result of the input requests of the two units above

it.

si,j(t) =
1

2
(yi−1,j(t) + yi−1,j−1(t))

Lastly, the orders by the units of the first row (i = 1) are random, exogenous shocks, determined

outside the system (Bak, Chen et al. 1992). Each final product order is supposed to be zero or

one, with a certain probability (we start with a p(t) = .5 as mentioned before).

Bak, Chen et al. 1992 concentrates on each final goods producer order that is received, each

different order is considered a time period t, because the objective is to look at the self-criticality

aspect of the model. Each final goods order generates a cascade of orders and the chain reaction

final length depends on the initial configuration (Bak, Chen et al. 1992). The authors focus on

analyzing the resulting avalanches size. Our paper deviates from Bak, Chen et al. 1992 standard

model at this point, we concentrate on the aggregate economy, considering each time period t to be

the whole of the first row, all i = 1 orders processed. This allows us to focus on the total production

and product of the economy for each time period.

This aspect is represented in our code of the simple Bak and Chen model, which you can find

in Appendix A. Our model processes the whole first row in each time period giving random orders

to the whole vector of s1,j(t) and calculating the y1,j(t) (line 18) and the resulting x1,j(t+ 1) stock

(line 22). Lastly, if y1,j(t) > 0 the orders for the units below are updated s(i+ 1, j) = s(i+ 1, j) + 1

(line 27) and s(i + 1, j + 1) = s(i + 1, j + 1) + 1 (line 31)3.

At this level we observe the movement of two different aggregates in each t period. The aggregate

3Again, keep in mind that the model has a correction incorporated to include the circular world, as explained in
the first footnote.
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demand of final goods, which could be considered the GDP of the economy, is

N(t) =
∑
j

s1,j(t) = J × p(t)

and in the simple Bak and Chen model it will have an expected value of E[N(t)] = J/2. The total

production of the economy is

Y (t) =
∑
i,j

yi,j(t)

Even with nearly no variations in the demand of final goods, we will find significant fluctuations

in Y (t), as it can be seen in Graph 1 and Graph 34 (next page). While in Graphs 2 and 4, one

van observe the probability density function in each t for the final demand and production5. The

skewed distribution in Graph 4 is the result of the self criticality aspect of the model, most periods

have very small cascades, but in certain periods we find big avalanches of production. Table 2

incorporates some descriptive statistics to allow the comparison between product and production,

where the first is much more stable that the second, due to the effect of cascades.

Table 2 - Descriptive statistics of both variables.

Production (Y) Aggregate Demand (GDP)

Mean 50.93 5.09

Variance 1708.26 2.74

S.d 41.33 1.65

A very interesting result that can be drawn from this model is that the probability of the getting

an order in any position in the model is the same as the probability of getting an order in the first

row (p(t|i = 1) = p(t|i > 1) = .5). Consider a unit in the second row, it can receive an order

from two different units, so the probability of receiving an order is twice the probability of the unit

above of making an order. Each unit above has a probability of .5 of having stock resulting from

the fourth column of Table 1 (and the initial sorting of stock in t = 0) and a p(t) = .5 probability

of getting an order, produce as a result a probability of .25 of making an order. Thus, adding up to

a .5 probability of a unit in the second row of getting an order from any of the both units above in

a given t. The same result occurs in i > 2 units, in which the probability of the unit above making

an order is .25, due to the .5 probability of stock and the .5 probability of receiving an order, as

explained above, again adding to a .5 probability of receiving an order from any given unit above.

4Keep in mind the different scales in each graph. Although they have similar movements, the magnitude of the
volatility is different.

5All histograms are made based on the average amounts for multiple simulations. While graphs representing a
variable for each t, are a random simulation.
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Graph 1 - Aggregate demand in each t in simple Bak and Chen model.

Graph 2 - Histogram of aggregate demand in Bak and Chen model.
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Graph 3 - Production (Y) in each t in Bak and Chen model.

Graph 4 - Histogram of production (Y) in Bak and Chen model.

Our basic model, based in Bak, Chen et al. 1992, focuses on aggregates, not in cascades, because

we are interested in the effects of our restrictions in the aggregate levels of the system. The self-

organized criticality aspect of the model, caused by the combination of non linear production and

the local interactions, is still present it is the cause of fluctuations in out model, but the model

is not constructed to study this aspect. We intend to answer how the restrictions, based on the

“stop and go” phenomena, will affect cascades and how this will be represented in the aggregate

economy.
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2.1 Introducing the Input-Output matrix structure

One valid way of understanding how our model is performing, is to take a well-known structure

and use it as a baseline before introducing more innovations. The input-output matrices provide

a framework that allows you to check the consistency of the estimates of the flows of goods and

services obtained from very different statistical sources: industrial surveys, surveys of household

spending, investment surveys, foreign trade statistics, and so on. As analytical tools, data input-

output are easy to integrate into macroeconomic models to analyze the relationships between final

demand and production levels of industries 6.

In particular, the direct requirements (or technical) coefficient matrix 7 presents the direct

input requirements or value added from every sector to produce. It expresses the direct relations

between different sectors (124 for the case under analysis) and has the amount of intermediate

goods demanded from the sector that receives the initial/exogenous demand. We take this relations

and impose them to the automatons in our basic model8. The main different result occur in the

probability of receving an order. Now the chosen structure defines a network that imposes different

probabilities of producing (and the amounts produced) by its asymmetry.

We can quantify the total impact (direct and indirect) in gross production values of each sector

and their subsequent demands on others, as a result of the change in one standadized unit of

initial demand. Repeating this exercise for each sector separately lead us to the direct and indirect

production requeriment coefficient matrix. If we forbid the agents to keep stocks and let them

produce for the demand receive without any restrictions we obtain the exact same matrix (”Matrix

14”) as presented in the study previously mentioned by the Ministry of Economy in 20019. As

defined previously, the chosen set up can reproduce a basic configuration and give us a basic start

point to conduce our interpretantions 10 From now on, when we impose the structure of the technical

coefficient matrix, we will refer to this set up IOM (input-output model set up).

3 Meet Braun and Joy

Oscar Braun and Leonard Joy (1981) build a model trying to analyze and explain the recurrent

patterns and stylized facts that emerged from the economic performance of Argentina in the three

decades that followed the end of World War II. The authors center their interest in the inter-linkages

between economic performance, the volatility of business cycles and the foreign trade balance. Their

6A detailed description of the metodology used to obtained the matrices we use can be obtained from
www.mecon.gov.ar/peconomica/matriz/cuadros/mip.pdf (2001) where you can find the official publication of the
study and calculations.

7See ”Matrix 13” idem as footnote 6
8We need to take into account that the new structure let the agents to be related with more than the two ”below”

them, the spill-over effects of this model expands faster than the basic set up. This modification is taken into account
in each analysis to prevent the confusion of the changes in behavior studied

9You can find attached in the appendix the code to reproduce this exercise. The matrices mentioned are published
by the official statistic institution of Argentina ”INDEC”

10Agregate demand and Production statistics analysis of this model are similar to the basic set up and are available
upon request.
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argument is that in developing economies like that of Argentina, the incipient industry requires

intermediate goods that are not produced locally and must be imported. Meanwhile the economy’s

exports rely heavily on primary goods that usually present a slow response to changes in relative

prices. In such context, the upward phase of the business cycle will result in an increase in demand

of imported goods. This increase will have to be financed with international reserves, since the

incipient industry and exports will not expand enough to cover the trade balance deficit. However,

the monetary authority cannot maintain this dynamic indefinitely. If the country’s exports do

not show a matching growth with the demand of imported goods, the international reserves will

quickly run out resulting in a balance of payment crisis and a “sudden stop” in economic production

caused by the absence of the necessary inputs as the economy come up against a binding external

constraint. This macroeconomic phenomena characterized the Argentinean economy throughout

the late 1950’s and early 1960’s, were named of “stop and go” cycles.

The structural dependence of the production function on imported inputs is a feature of devel-

oping countries that produces a distinctive macroeconomic behavior different from those seen in

advanced economies, so we choose this external constraint as a relevant restriction for the Bak and

Chen model (see the complete code of our model in Appendix B). In order to do so, we introduce

exporters (ei = 1) as a randomly chosen proportion (P (ei = 1) = e)11 of the first row of producers

and importers (mi = 1) as a randomly chosen proportion (P (mi = 1) = m) of the last row of

producers in this economy. We also introduce a monetary authority, a central bank that holds

international reserves and has a fix minimum requirement of international reserves which leads the

economy’s external constraint binding.

For any given period t, the code chooses a random unit of the first row of production and

randomly decides if the unit receives a final good demand. If such unit receives a request the

system must calculate if the economy as a whole has the necessary reserves to import the required

goods needed in the whole production chain, with the objective of delivering the final product to

satisfy the demand. As we noted earlier a given request on the first row of our economy may have

repercussions throughout the whole economy.

To control if the economy has the required reserves, we build two matrices, one of provisory

stocks (we call it xp in our model) and one of provisory demands (p). These matrices calculate the

whole chain caused by a single final good demand, based on the actual stock level, and verify if

the level R of reserves is sufficient to cover the level Rp of reserves that results from the provisory

stock matrix. If the initial request can be fulfilled given the stock of international reserves the

production is carried out. On the other hand, if the request cannot be entirely fulfilled because

there are not enough reserves, the request and the whole line of production is shut down as the

economy reaches its external constraint. Next, another unit in the first row is randomly chosen and

again we calculate if the flow of request can be carried out entirely. Once every unit in the first

11Both, the probability of being an exporter and the probability of being an importer, are exogenous values that
can be modified. We keep them constant for our simulations. Changing the proportions of exporters and importers
has a relevant effect on the results of the aggregate and the behavior of the restriction, that will be analyzed in this
section.
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row is evaluated, we move into the next time period (t + 1) and the process repeats itself.

The reader must take into account that if the final good demand is given by a exporter unit, we

initially add a reserve (Rp′ = Rp+1) which can be used to buy the required imported resources. In

addition, keep in consideration that whole lines of production that might have been shut down in

the first period might be capable of producing in the next period given that other flows of request

carried out might have altered the stock of flows making the current flow of request less dependent

on imports. Nevertheless, if the lack of reserve is sufficiently severe and exporters do not receive an

adequate amount of requests, production might be restrained for much of the economy for repeated

periods of time.

We randomly assign the timing in which units process their orders, but one could modify

this, giving priority to exporters or internal demand (if observable, as we suppose in our model).

Prioritizing the request of a certain type of final demand, opens the door to a public policy analysis,

allowing for the study of the robustness of different strategies that may help the stability of the

system as a whole12.

The next step in our investigation is to test if this reserve requirement and external constraint

on the economy have an emerging behavior significantly different from that emerging of the original

Bak and Chen model. In order to test this hypothesis we simulate the behavior of two economies:

one in which the reserve requirement is binding, and another one in which the reserve requirement

is not binding (in other words, the reserves are allowed to take negative values). As a benchmark

the economies will be built in a squared form with ten rows and ten columns 13), and the initial

reserves will be given by R = J ∗ (m/100) ∗ 2, enough for every importer to make an order in the

first period.

We show the emerging behavior through four different graphs, graphs 5 and 6 show different

paths the reserves can take and graphs 7 and 8 are histograms representing the change in GPD

(product) and production given the active restriction. Graph 5 is an economy with reserves, but

without a lower bound reserves requirement, in which the economy as a hole will behave in the

same manner as the simple Bak and Chen model. Some examples of the different paths the reserves

can follow are represented in the graph. Graph 6 on the other hand shows the path of reserves with

the reserves restriction active. Two simulations illustrate the effect of the restriction, the cyan path

economy will never be able to reactive its imports, while the red path economy production will be

limited each time the reserves get to zero, but is capable of regather enough reserves to allow for

imports. In both cases, when reserves are zero, imports will not occur, limiting the production and

product of these economies.

12If one gives priority to exporters, one adds reserves before spending reserves in inputs. On the other hand
if internal demand gets to produce first, one spends reserves before adding to the central bank the reserves that
exporters produce.

13The variance will be affected by the size of the matrix, but the differences in variance due to a restriction will
hold no matter the size of the matrix. When the matrix becomes larger the law of large number reduces the variance.
Small matrix have higher variance, because the initial variance of the binomial function that assigns orders, is not
distributed along the triangle of units that each initial order affects.
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Graph 7 - Density comparison of product for economy with and without a reserves restriction.

Graph 8 - Density comparison of production for economy with and without a reserves restriction.

Having proved that introducing the external constraint on the simulated economy generates a

distinctive and particular emergent behavior we now focus on the sensitivity of this behavior to

changes on the parameters of this economy: the proportion of exporters and importers and the

width and length of the matrix.

A key aspect to keep in mind, that is affected by the size of the matrix, is that a final product

demand affects the units located in the whole triangle below the first row unit. In the last row, the
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amount of units affected is the same as the height of the matrix14

On the other hand, we modify the proportions of exporters and importers, as a proxy of the

openness of an economy, the more importers/exporters, more open is the economy. An emerging

result is that the variance of the aggregate demand increases as we open the economy (ceteribus

paribus), but after a certain threshold, the variance drops significantly. As shown in Graph 9,

the variance increases as we jointly increase the proportions of exporters and importers, but after

80% the variance drops significantly. With a 90% open economy, one has the same variance in the

product like in a 40% open economy.

Graph 9 - Openness of an economy (proportion of importers/exporters) and variance of the

aggregate demand.

It is easy to add a supplyer of external goods (importers) that can be part of the value chain of

each sector in the open the economy using the IOM set up and a demand of final tradeable goods

to each sector. In order to compute variance of aggregate demand in relation with the openess

of the economy, we leave as a parameter the share of direct demand of import goods each sector

requires, and the percentage of the final demand explained by exports.

4 Endogenous Internal Demand

So far the variability of the model is given by the convex cost function and local interactions, but

in a actual economy other factor affect the behaviour of the agents and the economy as a whole.

14If unit (j, 1) receives an order in our model, all the units in the rectangle triangle between units (j, 1), (j, I) and
(j + I, I) are affected by the order. If one models the system based on Figure 1, the triangle is a isosceles triangle
between units (j, 1), (j − I

2
, I) and (j + I

2
, I).
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We originally model the internal demand and exports as a random variable with a probability of .5.

The logical next step of this work will be to endogenously determine the internal demand, based

on a key endogenous variable of our extended model, reserves. Reserves depend on the demand of

exports and the consumption of imports, being the internal demand a key component of the need

for imports. As such, we try to close the circle by determining the internal demand as function of

the level of reserves. The resulting mechanism, that coordinates the internal demand based on the

level of reserves acts as a type of real exchange rate.

We focus on the real exchange rate as in the Macroeconomic Balance Framework. This frame-

work focuses on the requirements for achieving internal and external balances simultaneously. Its

origins have been traced back to Nurkse (1945) and Metzler (1951), with path-breaking contribu-

tions from Meade (1951) and Swan (1963), which put the simultaneous balance paradigm on center

stage in open economy macroeconomics. This framework establishes a relationship among the real

exchange rate (Graph 10), the current account (Graph 11), and the levels of the consumption

(Graph 12).

Looking at the graphs above some relationships arise. For example, when the exchange rate is

appreciated in real terms the levels of demand of domestic agents, like private consumption, is high

while the trade balance presents deficits. On the other hand, when the exchange rate is depreciated

in real terms, internal demand is low, exports tend to show a more dynamic behavior generating an

improvement in the trade balance. Therefore, the real exchange rate can be seen as a relative price

that allocates resources between domestic demand and foreign demand and fluctuates in order to

correct imbalances. Namely, unsustainable economic contexts when domestic demand is high and

is accompanied by a trade balance deficit are corrected with a depreciation of the real exchange

rate that reduces domestic demand in favor of foreign demand which will improve the economy’s

net exports. On the contrary, they are also permanently unsustainable when the domestic demand

is relatively low in comparison with foreign demand and the economy accumulates reserves. In

this case, the real exchange rate would appreciate allowing a higher purchasing power for domestic

agents, increasing domestic demand and reducing the trade balance surplus.

The relationship between domestic demand, real exchange rate and trade balance can be in-

terpreted from an alternative political approach. Small open economies are susceptible to volatile

changes in their terms of trade and the demand for their export goods. Positive shocks to the export

income increase foreign reserves and provide wealth effect to the economy as a whole. Incumbent

governments tend, in a populist manner, to appreciate the currency allowing for an increase of

the purchasing power in foreign currency. Consequently, this produces an increase in the domestic

demand for goods causing an increase in the demand of import goods. Thus, consuming the for-

eign currency reserves. If this economic policy is implemented too aggressively or if the temporary

positive shock is overestimated, the wealth effect will be exhausted, and the economy will face

an unsustainable high domestic demand and a trade balance deficit that will need to be corrected.

Macroeconomic Balance Framework presents the relationship between domestic demand, trade bal-

ance and the real exchange rate from a Political Business Cycle point of view, and is especially
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appealing for two reasons in particular: first, in Latin American experiences as the one described

by Braun and Joy (1981) the exchange rate was rarely left free to act as a relative price that

could bring balance to different markets, but rather implemented as a policy tool through different

regimes; secondly, the fluctuations in the variables involved were extremely volatile as to think that

real exchange rate worked smoothly without frictions or distortions to correct imbalances.

Graph 10 - Real exchange rate and real wages variation for Argentina.
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Graph 11 - Trade balances and real wages variation for Argentina.

Graph 12 - Consumption (internal demand) and real wages variation for Argentina.

We are left with the challenge of introducing the real exchange rate into our economy. So far

we have set the likelihood of receiving a demand by exporter and domestic producers constant and
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equal. This assumption produces a foreign reserve dynamics which does not completely satisfy

us. Hence, we leave the likelihood of receiving demands endogenously determined, especially the

internal demand.

We endogenously determine the internal demand, that is the demand of goods by first row units

that are not importers, depend on two variables, the internal demand and the level of reserves in

the previous period15.

P

s(1,mx 6= 1)|
∑
mx6=1

st−1(1,mx);Rt−1


The probability of the internal demand getting an order is path dependent of the fulfilled internal

demand orders from the previous period allowing for the continuation of a increase (decrease) in

orders given the upward (downward) phase of the cycle. At the same time, the level of available

reserves limits the phase of the cycle, acting as a limit to the growth of the internal demand when

they are scarce and as a incentive to increase internal demand when they are plentiful.

Graph 13 - Reserves for an open economy with a real exchange rate for each t.

15The probability depends on the mentioned variables and a some parameters we define below. We use a continuous
function to define the probabilities, but a binomial function decides if the unit receives an order or not. Different
functions were tried in order to identify if any particular effects are associated with the specific form of it.

RMAX = sum(M) + r;
RMIN = r(1/3);

F (Res(t−1)) =
RES

1/3
t−1−r1/3

RMAX1/3+r1/3
;

s(1,mx) = binornd(1, F (Res(t−1), dinterna(t−1))
end
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Graph 14 - Reserves dynamic under different ponderations of each component affecting P (t).

The reserve dynamic is central to the stability of the economy, allowing the production to

function without getting stuck due to lack of imported inputs. One can modify the parameters

that ponder the effect of the reserves and the internal demand affecting the reserve dynamic. Graph

13 is the reserve dynamic with a 0.5 poderation in both effects, and one can observe how the reserves

stabilize around 1 per period in average. Graph 14 on the other hand show the effect in reserves

dynamics of different runs with different ponderations.

The effect of the real exchange rate is uncertain, depending on the cascade dynamic, varying and

different results can occur even with similar ponderations. Further research is needed to understand

and build a consistent functioning model with a real exchange rate type of price incorporated.

5 Walking to a current discussion: liberalization and employment

Through simple economic relations, our model allows to generate large macroeconomic shocks

from small sectoral disturbances. This theme seems especially interesting in the current Argentine

economic context.

The study by the Ministry of Economy in 2001 provides the necessary structure to establish

the link between consumption sectors and the use of factors. This sectoral interdependence and

potential direct and indirect impacts are of great importance in a context where trade barriers

imposed on imports are being removed. In this sense, one can compute the impact of trade liber-

alization in terms of increased imports and a subsequent fall in the relative utilization sectors of

domestic producers. Through the intricate relationships imposed by the input output matrix and

nonlinearities generated by our model, it is possible to quantify the part of the effects in terms of

output and employment of trade liberalization.
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Once the model is validated, the next steps in our research could be oriented to use the informa-

tion on the direct and indirect requirements and employment multiplier, along with the structure

of the IOM set-up, to study changes in employment levels, the process of transition and demand

levels needed to sustain a certain utilization of employment, and their interdependencies with the

real exchange rate such as defined above.

6 Conclusions

Our model is an alternate way of modeling an open economy and the local consequences that affect

an economy. Based on a simple non-lineal production costs and local interaction allow for the

traditional Bak and Chen model (Bak et al. 1992), but our extension allows for an external sector

(exports, imports, reserves) and how this in turn affects the system as whole (real exchange rate).

One of the main results is the endogenous sudden stops that the economy faces, that do not

depend on the external shock, but are caused by the production dynamic together with the restric-

tions.

Second, this model is robust to and consistent with a complex structure where multiple inter-

actions are permitted. We observe that main phenomena focused on this work can be approached

using the basic structure but the quantification of the consecuences in the specific conditions as

mentioned, need to be assesed using a structure that includes the assymetry of different sectors

relationship due to the determining role of the production network in the probability of receiving

an order.

Further research has to be carried on certain aspects. We believe this model structure is

consistent with other policy decisions and general known results in economics, but work has to be

done to demonstrate this. More general results common in perfect single markets economy have to

be replicated in this model.

The model is still rudimentary but it allows the explanation of certain specific phenomena.

Nonetheless, as mentioned before, complex restrictions, such as the real exchange rate, combined

with the self-criticality aspect of the model do not generate consistent results. One wishes the

result to be based on random phenomena, but certain grade of predictability in them as well.
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7 Appendixes

7.1 Appendix A - Code for the simple Bak and Chen model

The initial model over which we construct the all the extensions.

1 function [Y, x] = bk(I,J,T)
2

3 x=[round(rand(I,J))]
4

5 for t=1:T
6

7 s=zeros(I,J)
8 y=zeros(I,J)
9 s(1,:)=round(rand(1,J))

10

11 for i=1:I
12

13 for j=1:J
14 if s(i,j) > x(i,j)
15 y(i,j)=2
16 end
17 end
18

19 x(i,:)=x(i,:)+y(i,:)-s(i,:)
20

21 if i<I
22 for j=1:J
23 if y(i,j)==2
24 s(i+1,j)=s(i+1,j)+1
25 if j+1>J
26 s(i+1,1)=s(i+1,1)+1
27 else
28 s(i+1,j+1)=s(i+1,j+1)+1
29 end
30 end
31 end
32 end
33 end
34

35 Y=sum(sum(y))
36 end
37 end

7.2 Appendix B - Code for Bak and Chen model in a open economy

Three main things are added: a) the selection of importers and exporters, b) the provisional
matrices that verify the availability of reserves to produce and c) the central bank to quantify the
reserves.

In this code one can activate the lower bound restriction by activating or not the restriction in
line 96.

Comments in spanish.
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1 function [Y, R, s] = bj(m, e)
2

3 %I=filas
4 %J=columnas
5 %T=per odos
6 %R=Reservas
7 %r=reservas m nimas
8 %m=proporci n esperada de importadores
9 %e=proporci n esperada de exportadores

10

11 T=500;
12 I=10;
13 J=10;
14 R=J*(m/100)*2 ;
15 R;
16

17 x=round(rand(I,J)); %stock inicial
18

19 mj=round(J*(m/100)); %qui n es importador
20 M=zeros(1,J);
21 ordenm=randperm(J);
22 for mi=1:mj;
23 if mj~=0;
24 M(ordenm(mi))=1;
25 end
26 end
27 M
28

29 ej=round(J*(e/100)); %qui n es exportador
30 E=zeros(1,J);
31 ordene=randperm(J);
32 for ei=1:ej;
33 if ej~=0;
34 E(ordene(ei))=1;
35 end
36 end
37 E
38

39 for t=1:T
40

41 s=zeros(I,J); %matriz de demanda final efectivos
42 s(1,:)=round(rand(1,J)); %pedidos iniciales provisorios
43 y=zeros(I,J); %VBP
44 orden= randperm(J); %prioridad en el checkeo
45 xps=x; %stock provisorio
46

47 for ib=1:J
48 b= orden(ib); %tomamos al que tiene prioridad
49 Rp=0; %Reseteamos el contador de reservas necesarias
50 p=zeros(I,J); %matriz de pedidos provisorios
51 p(1,b)=s(1,b);
52 xp=xps; %vamos a modificar el stock provisorio
53

54 if p(1,b)== 1;
55

56 for a= 1:I;
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57 for c= 1:a;
58 if b+c-1 > J; %el que e s t exactamente abajo
59 d = b+c-J-1;
60 else
61 d = b+c-1;
62 end
63 if d == J; %el que e s t alado del que e s t abajo
64 f =1;
65 else
66 f =d+1;
67 end
68

69 if a<I; %procedimiento para todas las filas menos la ltima
70 if p(a,d)== 1; %si hay pedido
71 if xp(a,d)== 0; %y no hay stock
72 xp(a,d)= 1; %producimos y vendemos
73 p(a+1,d)= p(a+1,d)+1; %pasamos el pedido al de abajo
74 p(a+1,f)= p(a+1,f)+1; %y al que e s t alado
75 else %si hab a stock
76 xp(a,d)=0; %paso el producto
77 end
78 end
79 else %si estoy en la ltima fila
80 if p(a,d)== 1 %si tienen pedido
81 if xp(a,d)== 0 %si no hay stock
82 if M(d)== 1; %y soy importador
83 Rp= Rp+2; %cuento las reservas necesarias
84 xp(a,d)= 1 ;%y produzco
85 else
86 xp(a,d)= 1 ;
87 end
88 else %si no tiene stock y tiene pedido
89 xp(a,d)= 0 ; %descuento el stock
90 end
91 end
92 end
93 end
94 end
95

96 if Rp<= R %si me alcanzan las reservas para producir
97 xps=xp; %actualizamos la modificaci n de stocks
98 Rp
99 R=R-Rp %actualizamos reservas

100 if E(b)== 1 %y si soy exportador
101 R=R+1 %aumento las reservas
102 end
103 else %si no me alcanzan las reservas
104 s(1, b)= 0; %elimino el pedido
105 end
106 end
107 end
108

109 %%%%%%%%%% BK simple
110

111 for i=1:I;
112
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113 for j=1:J;
114 if s(i,j) > x(i,j);
115 y(i,j)=2;
116 end
117 end
118

119 x(i,:)=x(i,:)+y(i,:)-s(i,:);
120

121 if i<I;
122 for j=1:J;
123 if y(i,j)==2;
124 s(i+1,j)=s(i+1,j)+1 ;
125 if j+1>J;
126 s(i+1,1)=s(i+1,1)+1 ;
127 else
128 s(i+1,j+1)=s(i+1,j+1)+1;
129 end
130 end
131 end
132 end
133 end
134

135 R;
136 Y(t)=sum(sum(y));
137 figure(1)
138 plot(Y)
139

140 Res(t)=R;
141 figure(2)
142 plot(Res)
143

144 PBI(t)=sum(sum(s(1,:)));
145 figure(3)
146 plot(PBI)
147

148 end
149

150 end

7.3 Appendix C - Code for the model with a RER

We add the Real Exchange Rate dynamic in the model, as specified before.

1 function [Y, R, s] = brer(m, e)
2

3 %I=filas
4 %J=columnas
5 %T=per odos
6 %R=Reservas
7 %r=reservas m nimas
8 %m=proporci n esperada de importadores
9 %e=proporci n esperada de exportadores

10

11 T=500;
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12 I=10;
13 J=10;
14 R=J*(m/100)*2;
15 r=10
16

17 x=round(rand(I,J)); %stock inicial
18

19 probabilidad= zeros(1,J);
20 probabilidad1= zeros(1,J);
21

22 mj=round(J*(m/100)); %qui n es importador
23 M=zeros(1,J);
24 ordenm=randperm(J);
25 for mi=1:mj;
26 if mj~=0;
27 M(ordenm(mi))=1;
28 end
29 end
30 M;
31

32 ej=round(J*(e/100)); %qui n es exportador
33 E=zeros(1,J);
34 ordene=randperm(J);
35 for ei=1:ej;
36 if ej~=0;
37 E(ordene(ei))=1;
38 end
39 end
40 E;
41

42 sp=round(rand(1,J));
43 dinterna= zeros(1,T);
44 RMAX= sum(M)+r;
45 RMAX1= (sum(M)*2*4+r)ˆ(1/3);
46 RMIN= rˆ(1/3);
47

48 for t=1:T
49

50 s=zeros(I,J); %matriz de demanda final efectivos
51 s(1,:)=round(rand(1,J)); %pedidos iniciales provisorios
52

53

54 if t ~= 1
55 for mx=1:J
56 if E(mx)~=1
57 func= Res(t-1)ˆ(1/3) /(RMAX1+RMIN) - RMIN/ (RMAX1+RMIN);
58 s(1,mx)=binornd(1,max(0,min(1,((0.7*(dinterna(t-1))/(J-sum(M)))+0.5*2*func))));
59 casa=max(0,min(1,((0.7*(dinterna(t-1))/(J-sum(M)))+0.5*2*func)));
60 end
61 end
62 else
63 for mx=1:J
64 if E(mx)~=1
65 s(1,mx)=binornd(1,.5);
66 casa=(.5);
67 end
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68 end
69 end
70 dinterna= zeros(1,T);
71

72

73 y=zeros(I,J); %VBP
74 orden= randperm(J); %prioridad en el checkeo
75 xps=x; %stock provisorio
76

77 for ib=1:J
78 b= orden(ib); %tomamos al que tiene prioridad
79 Rp=0; %Reseteamos el contador de reservas necesarias
80 p=zeros(I,J); %matriz de pedidos provisorios
81 p(1,b)=s(1,b);
82 xp=xps; %vamos a modificar el stock provisorio
83

84 if p(1,b)== 1;
85

86 for a= 1:I;
87 for c= 1:a;
88 if b+c-1 > J; %el que e s t exactamente abajo
89 d = b+c-J-1;
90 else
91 d = b+c-1;
92 end
93 if d == J; %el que e s t alado del que e s t abajo
94 f =1;
95 else
96 f =d+1;
97 end
98

99 if a<I; %procedimiento para todas las filas menos la ltima
100 if p(a,d)== 1; %si tienen un pedido
101 if xp(a,d)== 0; %y no hay stock
102 xp(a,d)= 1; %producimos y vendemos
103 p(a+1,d)= p(a+1,d)+1; %pasamos el pedido al de abajo
104 p(a+1,f)= p(a+1,f)+1; %y al que e s t alado
105 else %si hab a stock
106 xp(a,d)=0; %paso el producto
107 end
108 end
109 if p(a,d)==2; %si tienen dos pedidos
110 p(a+1,d)= p(a+1,d)+1; %pasamos el pedido al de abajo
111 p(a+1,f)= p(a+1,f)+1; %y al que e s t alado
112 if x(a,d)== 0; %si no ten an stock
113 xp(a,d)= 0; %producimos y vendemos pero nos quedamos sin
114 else %si tenian stock
115 xp(a,d)= 1;
116 end
117 end
118 else %si estoy en la ltima fila
119 if p(a,d)== 1 %si tienen un pedido
120 if xp(a,d)== 0 %si no hay stock
121 if M(d)== 1; %y soy importador
122 Rp= Rp+2; %cuento las reservas necesarias
123 xp(a,d)= 1 ;%y produzco
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124 else
125 xp(a,d)= 1 ;
126 end
127 else %si tiene stock y tiene un pedido
128 xp(a,d)= 0 ; %descuento el stock
129 end
130 end
131 if p(a,d)==2 %si tienen dos pedidos
132 if xp(a,d)== 0 %si no hay stock
133 if M(d)== 1; %y soy importador
134 Rp= Rp+2; %cuento las reservas necesarias
135 xp(a,d)= 0 ;%y produzco pero me quedo sin nada
136 end
137 else
138 if M(d)== 1; %y soy importador
139 Rp= Rp+2; %cuento las reservas necesarias
140 xp(a,d)= 1; %y produzco pero me quedo sin nada
141 end
142 end
143 end
144 end
145 end
146 end
147 if Rp~=0
148 if Rp<= R -r %si me alcanzan las reservas para producir
149 xps=xp; %actualizamos la modificaci n de stocks
150 Rp;
151 R=R-Rp; %actualizamos reservas
152 if E(b)== 1 %y si soy exportador
153 R=R+1; %aumento las reservas
154 end
155 else %si no me alcanzan las reservas
156 s(1, b)= 0; %elimino el pedido
157 end
158 else
159 xps=xp;
160 if E(b)==1
161 R=R+1;
162 end
163 end
164 end
165 end
166

167

168 for i=1:J
169 if s(1,i)==1 & E(i)==0
170 dinterna(t)= dinterna(t)+s(1,i);
171 end
172 end
173

174 %%%%%%%%%% BK simple
175

176 for i=1:I;
177

178 for j=1:J;
179 if s(i,j) > x(i,j);
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180 y(i,j)=2;
181 end
182 end
183

184 x(i,:)=x(i,:)+y(i,:)-s(i,:);
185

186 if i<I;
187 for j=1:J;
188 if y(i,j)==2;
189 s(i+1,j)=s(i+1,j)+1 ;
190 if j+1>J;
191 s(i+1,1)=s(i+1,1)+1 ;
192 else
193 s(i+1,j+1)=s(i+1,j+1)+1;
194 end
195 end
196 end
197 end
198 end
199 for j=1:J
200 if s(I,j)~=0
201 probabilidad(j)=probabilidad(j)+s(I,j);
202 end
203 if y(I,j)==2
204 probabilidad1(j)=probabilidad1(j)+y(I,j);
205 end
206 end
207

208 Y(t)=sum(sum(y))
209 figure(1)
210 plot(Y)
211

212 Res(t)=R
213 figure(2)
214 plot(Res)
215

216 PBI(t)=sum(sum(s(1,:)))
217 figure(3)
218 plot(PBI)
219

220 DINTERNA(t)=casa
221 figure(4)
222 plot(DINTERNA)
223 end

7.4 Appendix D - Code for the IOM set up

We add the IOM set up and is configured to produce the production coefficient matrix.
Comments in spanish

1

2

3 % % matriz de los vectores de requerimientos de cada sector
4 clear
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5 tesisreq %llama a la matriz de requerimientos
6

7

8 for c = 1:124
9 % demanda inicial. esto iriamos a aleatorizar en un futuro

10 D = zeros(124);
11 D(1,c)= 1;
12 % stock inicial. se le puede dar los valores que se considere
13 X = zeros(124);
14

15 c
16 t=1;
17 % esta funcion F es solo para ver si sigue el loop. Y sigue el loop solo si
18 % hay demanda en al menos un sector
19 F= sum(D(t,:));
20 while F>0
21

22 t;
23 D(t+1,:)=0; %solo agrego una fila mas a la matriz de demandas del periodo siguiente
24 for i= 1:124 ;%para cada sector
25 if D(t,i)>X(t,i); %si la demanda que tiene es mayor que el stock
26 for j = 1:124; %para cada sector
27 D(t+1,j)=D(t,i)*A(j,i)+D(t+1,j); % vamos a producir que nos demandaron. algo asi como reponemos el pedido AD HOC
28 % y le imputamos al individuo que se encontraria debajo la demanda resultante
29 end
30 X(t+1,i) = +X(t,i); %y el stock al inicio del periodo siguiente va a ser el stock que traiamos, se produce y vende todo
31 else % en caso que tengamos suficiente stock
32 X(t+1,i) = X(t,i)-D(t,i); % solamente vendemos y descontamos
33 end
34 end
35 F= sum(D(t+1,:)); %valor que usamos para ver si sigue el loop (hay alguien con demanda en el periodo siguiente)
36 t= t+1; % sumamos uno al periodo
37 D;
38 D1= sum(D);
39 DD(: , c) = D1';
40 end
41 end
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